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Abstract

Tra�c in ATM networks can be described by numerous parameters. On a per
session basis, one may use peak rate, average rate, sustainable rate, average burst
duration, average silence duration, and others. In a longer time scale, parameters
like the average and peakedness of connection request arrivals, the average and
variance of session holding times, and so on are proposed.

Theoretically, users should provide the former parameters and network operators
the latter. In reality, however, few users can be expected to provide all sorts of
statistical information about their tra�c in advance, and operators do not have
enough experience to prepare tra�c forecasts for new services and applications.
Moreover, even if the information could be provided, the lack of simple yet valid
tra�c models for ATM networks means that it is far from clear how it should be
used.

Realising that ATM networks, which are already being built, at least for the
next few years will have to operate under these uncertain conditions, we focus on
robust and forgiving strategies for tra�c management. The idea is to use only little
information about o�ered tra�cs and then dynamically control resource allocations,
so as to provide acceptable quality of service combined with high utilisation. We
give some draft proposals in this direction and point at some open research issues.

1 Introduction

The public switched telephone network (PSTN), including the integrated services digital
network (ISDN), is based on the synchronous transfer mode (STM). From the point
of view of network dimensioning and tra�c management, the network is then fully
characterised by the number of circuits between each of its origin/destination pairs
(OD pairs), the tra�c by its amount in Erlangs, and the quality of service (QoS) by the
probability of rejecting a connection request due to lack of idle circuits. The solutions to
classical network design problems rely on satisfying QoS under the so called busy hours.
The associated tra�c management problem with respect to QoS refers to more or less
complicated overow facilities to improve service, or to alleviate temporary situations
of congestion by rerouting overowing requests.

However, things are changing with the introduction of the broadband ISDN (BISDN)
and the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM). The notation of circuits does no longer
make sense, but we only have raw transmission capacity between nodes. Tra�c metrics
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refer to various statistical properties of connection request attempts, session holding
times, and metrics referring to information generation within sessions such as peak cell
rate, average cell rate etc. Finally, QoS is de�ned not only as a connection request
loss probability but also in as the service o�ered to sessions in progress in terms of
information loss and delay. Consequently, network dimensioning and tra�c management
have become more complex issues and old methods are no longer su�cient for solving
them.

The above is, of course, well known in the telecommunications community, and has
lead to intense research throughout the world. Generally speaking, one can distinguish
two conceptually di�erent approaches. The �rst one is to develop detailed models of
tra�cs and networks, which at least theoretically permits analysing the network or parts
of the network with a high degree of precision. The second approach is to use simpler
models and worst case approximations, from which only more simple network analyses
can be made. The problem with the former is that detailed models require detailed
information, and that they tend to become impractical for realistic networks. The latter
approach, on the other hand, might not provide accuracy enough to allow for su�ciently
high multiplexing gain and utilisation.

The di�culty with detailed information is that it is hard to obtain. Basically there
are two sources from which information can be obtained: The users and the network.
Ideally, users would declare all possible information about the nature of the tra�c which
they are going to generate following the acceptance of a connection request. Typical
examples include peak rate, average rate, mean burst length, mean silence length and
so on. Similarly, network operators could conduct measurements of the aggregate tra�c
such as average connection request arrival rates, average durations of sessions etc., and
use the results for tra�c forecasting. In practice, however, users cannot be expected
to provide all sorts of advance information about their tra�c, and tra�c forecasts are
always associated with a certain degree of uncertainty. A further point is that even
if detailed and accurate information somehow was obtainable, it is far from trivial to
communicate it with and within the network in real time, and to process it for real time
tra�c management purposes.

We believe that the most convenient way to proceed, not to say the only possible one,
is to accept that information provided by users and prepared from network measurements
is both limited and uncertain. As for the main topic of this paper, tra�c management,
it follows that resources must be dimensioned and tra�c managed in the presence of
uncertain data. A key issue is then real time control of network resources and tra�c
ows in order to maximise performance. It is the aim of this paper to outline such a
tra�c management strategy which is based on simple tra�c descriptors and simple real
time tra�c management controls.

2 Network Description

2.1 Nodes and Links

We consider an ATM network which consists of two types of nodes: ATM switching
systems (ASSs) and ATM cross connects (ACCs). The subscribers are connected to the
ASSs which have full switching capabilities for establishing and clearing connections,
charging, and cell switching on the whole address �eld, i.e. both the virtual path
identi�er (VPI) and the virtual channel identi�er (VCI). ACCs are cheaper and much
simpler systems with no processing and cell switching only on the VPI. ASSs and ACCs
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may be located at the same physical place, but we still consider them as two distinct
nodes. To give an idea of the number of nodes in a real network, a nation wide network
in Sweden would have some 200{300 ASSs and 20{30 ACCs.

ACCs are interconnected by a sparse network of high capacity transmission links. We
refer to this part of the network as the transit network. The physical transit network
is enhanced by establishing a mesh network of direct logical links between the nodes
(ACCs). A logical link is a an abstract entity consisting of capacity reservations on a
series of incident physical links and cross connected through intermediate ACCs, so the
two end point ACCs of the link are interconnected by a direct (logical) path. ASSs
are not interconnected, but can only access the transit network through links to the
ACCs. For reasons of reliability, each ASS is likely to be connected to two di�erent
ACCs through two di�erent links. This part of the network is called the access network.

We also mention that the network we refer to as a physical network may in fact
be a logical transport network based on the synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) or
the slotted envelope network (SONET). This allows for protection switching and net-
work recon�guration on two levels as both SDH/SONET VPs and ATM VPs can be
recon�gured. We propose to use the former recon�guration for what essentially are fault
situations, and the latter ones for what can be classi�ed as tra�c management purposes.

2.2 Tra�c Flows

Since all subscribers access the network at ASSs, any session between two or more users
originate and terminate at ASSs from the point of view of the network. A (logical) link
between two users is associated with a virtual channel (VC). The VC is identi�ed by
the VCI.

At the originating ASS, the VC is multiplexed together with other VCs with the
same destination ASS. Such a bundle of VCs with a common destination ASS forms
a virtual path (VP) which is identi�ed by its VPI. We refer to it as a low VP (LVP).
The LVP will then be merged with other LVPs to other destination ASSs which access
the transit network at the same ACC. The resulting compound VP is referred to as
a medium VP (MVP). The MVP is then sent up through the access network to the
ACC of the originating ASS. Here the MVP is joins other MVPs bound for the same
ACC. The resulting VP, which we for convenience call a high VP (HVP), thus contains
tra�cs from possibly several originating ASSs to possibly several destination ASS. The
resulting HVP is then routed from the ACC through the logical mesh network across
a number of transit ACCs to �nally arrive at the ACC from which the the destination
ASSs can be reached. Here the HVP is split up into several MVPs according to their
destination ASSs, one MVP for each. The MVPs are then sent down through the access
network to the ASSs where they are unconvoluted into LVPs and �nally VCs again.

2.3 Network Bu�ering

On its way from the originating subscriber to the destination subscriber, ATM cells will
pass through two ASSs and one or more ACCs. Each node has a switching network which
must contain some bu�ering in order not to loose cells due to multiple simultaneous
contending arrivals at the same section of a switching network. (A \section" can be e.g.
the input of a switching element, the output of such an element, or a segment with it,
depending on the switching network architecture.) The requirements of these bu�ers
are somewhat di�erent depending on which kind of service that is considered. For delay
sensitive tra�c such as voice, bu�ers must be kept short in order not cause unwanted
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delays. On the other hand, for loss sensitive tra�c such as data, bu�ers must be made
long to avoid unwanted losses. Obviously these demands are contradictory, and there
are two possible ways out: Either separate bu�ers for di�erent services, or a compromise
such as some sort of medium long bu�er.

We propose to use separate bu�ers at the end points of the networks and common
bu�ers within the network. Separate bu�ers are more complicated to handle and longer
bu�ers might have to rely on low speed technology, hence such bu�ers are useful only
when transmission speeds are not too high. This is typically the case at the user side of
ASSs, where tra�c volumes and the level of multiplexing is low. We call such bu�ers
service bu�ers. Common bu�ers are simpler to handle and small lengths promote the
use high speed technology. These will typically be used on the network side of the ASSs
and in the ACCs. Such bu�ers will be referred to as switching bu�ers.

2.4 Service Separation

We now turn to the problems of integrating widely di�erent services into a common
BISDN. For each service, e.g. voice, interactive data, video on demand etc. we may
de�ne certain characteristics in terms of the required QoS and tra�c descriptors. We
de�ne a service class (SC) as a collection of one or more services which have the same
or equivalent QoS requirements and tra�c behaviour. Since all members of an SC
have the same QoS requirements, they can share service bu�ers at the ASSs, and their
multiplexing properties are easier to analyse since their tra�c behaviour are similar and
their descriptors take roughly the same values. The tra�cs produced in each SC at an
ASS are then passed through shapers that form the tra�cs such that they behave nice
and equal before switching in the ASS and then further into the transit network.

A virtual service network (VSN) is a logical subnetwork which allows the tra�c
of each SC to be handled independently of other SCs. VSNs interconnect SC speci�c
service bu�ers in ASSs through a network of reserved VPs: Separate LVPs are formed
for each SC and each destination ASS. The following MVPs are formed separately for
each SC and each destination ACC, and separate HVPs are formed for each SC and
each destination ACC. A VSN is therefore the collection of SC speci�c service bu�ers
at the ASSs and SC speci�c LVPs, MVPs, and HVPs.

VSNs thus logically separate various SCs from each other. This prevents the conse-
quences of incorrect dimensioning for one SC to spill over and inuence the performance
of other SCs, and restricts the possible impact of misbehaving users to within SCs.

We also point to the fact that VSNs may be value added networks (VAN). A typical
example of such a network could be a transport network for TCP/IP-information, where
intermediate nodes have been equipped to support retransmissions etc. These nodes are
then seen as a part of the VSN/VAN, but not of the o�cial network. Such a network
could support the connectionless feature of a TCP/IP service in its own way, and arrange
its own bandwidth needs e.g. by exploiting surplus bandwidths which might be available
at low cost, or by dialing underused lines of other SCs. To do this, it needs to provide
its own information storage and tra�c transformation.

2.5 Statistical Multiplexing

With VSNs, statistical multiplexing within sessions (cell multiplexing) takes place for
each SC separately by means of the SC speci�c service bu�er of the ASSs. Statistical
multiplexing between sessions (session multiplexing) takes place both in the ASSs when
MVPs are formed and in the ACCs when HVPs are formed.
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It is noted that there is no statistical multiplexing and hence no multiplexing gain
between SCs or between di�erent ACCs. We believe, however, that this is no great loss:

� For a Swedish national network with the above numbers, approximately 5,000,000
users would share say 125 ASSs and 20 ACCs. With evenly distributed load, this
means that each ASS multiplexing point potentially include 40,000 users and each
ACC multiplexing point 250,000 users. Even if individual users only generate as
little as 0.01 Erlang each, the number of simultaneous sessions at the two multi-
plexing points amounts to 400 and 2,500 respectively. It is thus clear that there
is only limited marginal statistical gain in increasing the number of simultaneous
sessions at each multiplexing point.

� SCs being characterised by similar tra�c descriptor values opens up possibilities
for using more accurate multiplexing models and therefore also for safe deployment
of more aggressive multiplexing. This means that we might in fact obtain higher
utilisation by multiplexing a smaller number of statistically identical sessions, than
we would by multiplexing a larger number of statistically disparate sessions.

� The most striking argument is, however, that there is little gain to be had. This
became obvious already in with the studies of the SENET concept, where the
so called strategy of movable boundary corresponds to statistical multiplexing of
di�erent time scales. In [7] it was concluded that statistical multiplexing cannot
be be used to increase utilisation when the variability of the two processes take
place in di�erent time scales. In [4] a similar conclusion is reached from studies of
ATM multiplexing.

2.6 User Parameter Control and Tagging

User parameter control (UPC) or policing refers to supervising the tra�c process from
a single user to ensure that no tra�c exceed the negotiated characteristics. The ATM
Forum has standardised the leaky bucket as such a mechanism. For our network concept,
each SC will typically have its own associated set of leaky bucket parameters. These are
selected to meet the tra�c behaviour and QoS demands of the particular SC. Another
important factor in tuning the leaky bucket is, however, to make the resulting output
process suitable for statistical multiplexing, and hence indirectly also to make the process
mathematically tractable.

The cell header contains a simple prioritisation mechanism by means of the cell loss
priority (CLP) bit. There has been a number of proposals made for how this bit should
be used, many of which suggest to use it to distinguish between loss sensitive and non
loss sensitive tra�c. We think this idea has two drawbacks: Firstly, a mechanism is
needed to tag cells that does not conform to a tra�c contract. Such cells might be a
regular part of a service where exceeding cells are treated on a best e�ort basis with
no guarantees, but could of course also be issued by malicious users. Secondly, with
the wide range of services expected in a BISDN, a simple classi�cation of cells into
\important" and \not important" leaves too little room for QoS discrimination between
SCs.

Our approach of logical separation of SCs means that SCs can be identi�ed by their
VPIs and hence the CLP bit can be used freely by the UPC within SCs. The usage
may thus very between SCs, but with the common interpretation that tagged cells are
less valuable to the service in question, and should therefore be discarded �rst in case
of congestion.
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2.7 Call Acceptance Control and Routing

Call acceptance control (CAC) is the procedure when a decision is made whether or
not to accept a request for a VC between two or more users. Normally, a request is
accepted if enough bandwidth is available, so that the additional tra�c can be carried
without degrading the service given to the sessions which already in progress. The
problem is then to decide the amount of bandwidth required for the new session and the
amount of bandwidth available on the link in question. The former refers to the amount
of transmission capacity that the new session e�ectively will occupy and is therefore
often referred to as the equivalent bandwidth (EB). Using this term, the remaining free
capacity of the link can be expressed as the its physical capacity minus the sum of the
EBs of all sessions in progress on the link.

Clearly, the user's peak rate p sets an upper limit to the EB of the session. Reserving
this much capacity for each session will minimise queuing delays and the associated
service bu�er overows, but may result in poor utilisation. Similarly, the user's average
rate a sets a minimum for the EB. Reserving this little capacity means that queuing
delays will be long and service bu�er overows frequent. Thus, the EB is somewhere
between p and a. The exact value is a complicated function of the burstiness behaviour of
the session in question and of all other sessions with which it is statistically multiplexed.

In our VSN approach, we restrict statistical multiplexing within sessions to SCs. This
means that we can precompute tables which for each SC relate the number of ongoing
sessions of a that SC to the additional capacity needed to carry one more session of the
same SC. Note SC separation is a prerequisite for such tables as they would be multi
dimensional, and therefore practically unmanageable, if di�erent SCs were statistically
multiplexed. Reversing the tables, we can relate a bandwidth to a number of sessions, in
which case we say that a bandwidth translates to a number of equivalent circuits (EC).

Furthermore, using VSNs with end to end VPs means that only three links are
involved for each VC: ASS to ACC, ACC to ACC, and ACC to ASS. Note that the
middle link in the transit network may traverse a number of ACCs, but tra�c mixes on
VPs are not a�ected by cross connects. Hence the number of EC table look ups that
need to be done for a connection request acceptance decision is therefore limited to three.
This number is further reduced if the access and transit networks are dimensioned such
that congestion in one is much less likely than in the other. Two look ups are required
if the access network is the bottleneck, and one if the transit network sets the limits.

Summing up, CAC is carried out by means of tables of ECs, which directly gives
the maximum number of sessions that can be accepted on a VP of given capacity. With
multiplexing between sessions taking place in the ACCs, a CAC decision is made by
comparing the number of sessions in progress on the HVP in question to its number
of ECs. The request is accepted if the former is lower than the latter, otherwise the
request rejected (or possibly queued).

We may now enhance the CAC by providing overow facilities for rejected requests
in much the same way as in the PSTN. A VC request that is rejected due to shortage
of ECs on the VP between two ACCs A and B, may be sent to another ACC C if the
VP from C to B still have unused capacity. To then get on to the VP from C to B,
however, the VC in question needs to be sent down through the access network to an
ASS connected to C, where the VC is routed back on the LVP of the SC which is bound
for B. Such a connection would therefore require more table look ups and be subject to
somewhat higher delay since it passes through a more bu�ers than the if the direct VP
had been available.
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3 Tra�c Description

To illustrate our ideas, we restrict ourselves to tra�cs of two distinct SCs. The �rst
SC is real time sensitive but can tolerate some loss, and the second one is not real time
sensitive but cannot tolerate loss. Let us say that the �rst SC is voice tra�c and the
second one tra�c between Local Area Networks (LANs).

3.1 Structure

3.1.1 Voice

For voice, it is assumed that the users' needs form a Poisson process of connection
requests. The rate of this process is denoted by �. It is noted that the assumption of
Poisson is not critical for the this work. The rate of the process is not constant, but
varies with time, � = �(t), e.g. over a period of a day or a week.

Variations within sessions are not exploited here, but the EB of a session is set
equivalent to the users' peak rate p.

With EB set to p, the purpose of the service bu�ers consequently reduces to synchro-
nisation, hence a size of one cell per user is more than enough. This choice ensures that
voice tra�c will experience no delay but the one caused by the short switching bu�ers.

3.1.2 Data

For data, it is also assumed that users' needs form a Poisson process of connection
requests, and again this is not critical to the rest of this work. Similar to voice, the rate
varies and we denote our process �(t).

As for variations within sessions, we assign an EB of a(1 � log a=p). The result is
taken from [6], in which no assumptions are made about the cell generation process.
Similar simple formulae based on other models may also be used. The fundamental idea
is to use simple parameters that are easy to estimate and/or measure.

The length of the service bu�ers is chosen from a transmission utilisation perspective
and from delay requirements: The longer the bu�er, the higher the utilisation as a long
bu�er permits the EB to approach a, but the longer the delay average and variation.
Similarly, the a short bu�er will force the EB closer to p and result in lower utilisation,
but also in lower delay average and variation. The �nal choice will be the largest
standard size bu�er that does not violate QoS delay constraints.

3.2 Parameters

3.2.1 Between Sessions

The rates of the (Poisson) connection request processes �(t) vary continuously. These
variations will typically contain some regularities: For example, peaks regularly occur
at certain hours and the magnitude of these tend to be the same from one day to the
next. It is therefore assumed that �(t) can be forecast from o� line compilation of
measurements collected over a long period.

Such forecasts will typically be accurate down to the order of a few percent, say 1%{
20%. The di�erences are partly due to possible systematic prediction errors, but mostly
because of imperfect information and \natural" uctuations of tra�c demands. Some
deviations are also related to various special factors such as radio- or TV-programmes,
sport events etc., which could not be predicted in advance.
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The responsibility to handle these variations is shared between network dimensioning
and tra�c management.

3.2.2 Within Sessions

The rates within sessions p and a are treated in a similar way. Noting that p and a are
determined for each SC separately, the relevant information for the inter LAN SC could
be obtained by observing the equipment of such users and the tra�cs they generate over
a long period. The peak rate p is basically de�ned by the access speed, or by the internal
speed of the equipment if this is considerably smaller. The average rate a would have to
be measured from a large number of users. Since di�erent users would have di�erent ps
and as, one can take the �nal parameters as the average over all users, the worst case,
or some other combination. It is clear that such forecasts will be inaccurate, since users
may chose to use any set of parameters within the range of the UPC.

To simplify tra�c forecasting, and hence network dimensioning and tra�c manage-
ment, one may set tari� structures to encourage standardised SCs. This is fair in the
sense that standardised SCs allows for more accurate and therefore more economical
dimensioning and management. Another advantage is that users do not have to worry
about declaring large amounts of tra�c descriptors and QoS requirements, but can select
an SC which is appropriate for their needs and available at a known cost. However, it is
not likely that all users are satis�ed with standardised SCs. Rather than treating them
separately, we suggest include them in the most appropriate SC and apply a suitable
tari� mechanism.

The �nal estimations will again be associated with considerable uncertainty. This
is partly due to non standard user requirements, and partly due to natural di�erences
between standard SC parameters and those of an actual realisation. However, a third
and possibly more important factor is related to model limitations. That is, even if we
had accurate values of p and a, would the bandwidth actually required to provide a
negotiated QoS deviate from the calculated EB simply because the model used does not
capture all properties of an SC.

This problem can be met by improving modelling or improving management. The
former approach means to to consider the di�erences as a modelling and measurement
problem. The solution is then to collect more data and include it in the models. This
approach could certainly reduce the di�erences, but would not eliminate them altogether.
The reason for this is that there are practical limits to the amount of information that
can be collected and used, and tra�cs will always contain a certain degree of randomness.
The other approach is to accept that some di�erences will always be there, and hence our
main concern becomes how these should be detected and handled. Although we strongly
wish to encourage further studies in tra�c modelling, the emphasis of this proposal is
on improving tra�c management.

4 Management Strategy

We will now proceed to tra�c management issues. It is then assumed that we have an
existing network as in section 2 which is subject to tra�cs such as in section 3. Our
main task is now to outline a strategy for how the resources of our network should be
allocated, given the uncertainties and errors in our predictions of users' requirements.
The aim of the strategy is to maximise network utilisation under tra�c QoS constraints.
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The fundamental principle of our solution is to arrange the management procedures
and means in a structured way with di�erent functions belonging to di�erent layers of a
tra�c management model. A solution of this kind was �rst outlined in [3]. Each layer
is responsible for tra�c variations within a certain time scale and has certain network
utilities assigned to it.

The suggested model encompasses six layers: the network layer, the tra�c layer, the
session layer, the activity layer, the burst layer, and the cell layer. Basically, the �rst
three layers manage variations between sessions, section 3.2.1, and the three last ones
variations within sessions, section 3.2.2. The layers are arranged from slow variations to
fast ones, and from complex management procedures to simple ones. Thus, the network
layer handles the slowest variations and employs the most complicated management
procedures, while the cell layer handles the fastest variations and relies on the simplest
management means. Our main concern is the four middle layers.

As most ATM researchers are concerned with cell oriented problems, we describe the
layers starting from the cell layer and �nishing with the network layer.

4.1 The Cell Layer

The cell layer is responsible for handling a mixture of shaped cell streams through the
switching networks of the ASSs and ACCs. The upper limit of the time scale of the
cell layer is therefore set by the capacity of these bu�ers, i.e. basically according to the
most stringent delay requirements, say 10�4 seconds to account for accumulated delays.
Tra�c behaviour on this time scale are mainly ruled by the cell formation in the ATM
adaptation layer and by the cell delivery in the ATM layer.

It expects a tra�c that is nice and equal so that bu�er dimensioning models remain
valid and provides a certain SC independent transmission capacity in terms of cells per
second to the next upper layer. If congestion occurs will the cell layer drop cells as
necessary. First the tagged cells will be removed for all SCs (or according to some order
among SCs), and then cells of some prede�ned SCs which are assumed tolerant to losses.

We can also think of enhancements such as reservation systems, congestion indica-
tions etc., but our main desire is to keep the cell layer as simple as possible to maintain
service integrity, and because of the high speeds and the some times long distances in-
volved. Having de�ned our main area of interest as the four middle layers, we refrain
from further elaborating on the controls here.

4.2 The Burst Layer

The burst layer is responsible for receiving UPC modi�ed SC sessions and turning them
into tra�cs which are acceptable to the cell layer. The behaviour of this level are
somewhat source dependent, and are basically governed by data packet assembly and
disassembly procedures, video frame generation standards, and talk spurts occurrences
in compressed audio. Consequently, the upper limit of the time scale of the burst layer
is related to the service bu�ers, which may vary from one SC to another. A typical
�gure would perhaps be on to order of 10�2 seconds.

It expects tra�cs which, at least after passing the UPC, follow the EB model used
and provides an SC dependent transmission capacity in terms of simultaneous sessions
in progress to the next upper layer. If congestion occurs will the burst layer drop cells,
�rst tagged cells (possibly with discrimination between SCs) and then follow an SC
speci�c strategy. The latter may include variants such as dropping a lot of cells from a
few sessions or dropping a few cells from a lot of users. The former might be preferred
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for loss sensitive SCs where retransmission will be used, and the latter for delay sensitive
SCs which will have to put up with the loss.

Possible further control mechanisms at this level include dynamic sharing of service
bu�ers between SCs. We distinguish between physical and logical sharing: The former
means that the same physical unit is used by several SCs, each of which has its own
reserved amount. Dynamic sharing means that bu�er space that is reserved for one SC
(or reserved as a common pool) can temporarily be reallocated to another SC (allocated
to a speci�c SC). Dynamic sharing is restricted to SCs for which the maximum delay will
not be violated by extending the bu�ers, or to SCs which can prefer a temporary delay
violation to information loss. It is facilitated by negotiations between bu�er layers of the
SCs involved (between the SC and the pool manager). Requests for bu�er space must
be made in advance, since allocation procedures must be completed before the bu�er
space can be seized. The same applies to deallocation, although we can expect release
procedures to be faster and noti�cation times to be smaller. Advance allocations and
deallocations require bu�er utilisation forecasts, the feasibility of which depends on the
amount of correlation exhibited by the tra�c in the relevant time scale: The higher the
correlation, the more accurate forecasts, and the higher is the gain that can be obtained
by dynamic sharing.

The proposal provides some exibility against EB errors as the control mechanism
not only absorb deviations and correlations not accounted for, but actually exploit them
for control purposes thereby turning them into an advantage.

4.3 The Activity Layer

The activity layer reects tra�c variations within sessions related to user activities on
the order of 100 seconds. Typical examples include data users which alternate between
transferring and penetrating information, and conversations with two or more parties
were only one part at a time is active. This kind of variations are typically too slow to
be absorbed by service bu�ers, and in the absence of user induced signaling, they do
not immediately lend themselves to transmission capacity adjustments.

Being on the border between bu�ers and transmission capacity, this level is devoted
to bridging the gap. Noting that the time scale is long enough for some intelligent action,
we envisage control by means of backward congestion noti�cations (BCN) and capacity
reassignments (CRA). Both of these are based on service bu�er supervision.

BCN means that sending users are noti�ed if service bu�er congestion is building up,
and asked to postpone or slow down further information delivery until the situation has
eased. Typically, non real time data users can halt information generation completely
at the cost of increased delay, and real time voice and video users can trade o� some
quality by applying further compression and thereby reducing the ow of information.
BCN transmission and processing mean that a certain time will elapse before users
react. To compensate for this, BCN detection must look ahead and issue BCNs based
on predictions of future bu�er states. To prepare reasonably accurate predictions, and
to avoid meaningless repeated stop/go-signaling, we require that the tra�c exhibits a
fair degree of correlation in this time scale.

CRA is an enhancement of BCN where instead of slowing down the rate the service
bu�er is �lled by holding users back, the rate at which the bu�er is emptied is speeded
up by assigning a larger amount of transmission capacity to it. The idea is to issue
connection requests to the network when congestion is building up and disconnection
requests when it has disappeared. A request would always concern one or more ECs.
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These are implemented as VCs within the existing VPs, which means that only ASSs
are involved. As with BCN, CRA must be based on predictions of future bu�er levels
to allow for transmission and processing of its requests. In fact, because of physical
distances, the number of nodes concerned and the complexity of the tasks, we can
expect that the reaction time for CRA is longer than for BCN, hence longer forecasts
must be made. This, and a retained desire to avoid repeated signaling, indicates that
CRA will demand longer correlation than BCN to work e�ciently.

The two proposals provide a great deal of robustness against EB errors. They com-
plement each other in the sense that BCN basically aims at reducing loss while CRA
seeks to increase utilisation. Again we turn correlation, which is usually considered a
problem in network dimensioning, into an advantage when applying our control mecha-
nisms.

4.4 The Session Layer

The session layer o�ers individual connections in terms of VCs for calls within a tra�c
ow. It is responsible for receiving SC connection requests and handle these in accor-
dance with the limits set by the bandwidth at its disposal, to ensure that tra�c ow
stays within the boundaries set by the capabilities of the underlying layers. It also
reports to the next upper layer, the tra�c layer, if existing bounds are insu�cient or
overprovisioned. The behaviour on this level is connected to the user holding time of a
session, say on the order of 102 seconds. The session layer controls the establishment of
VCs and assigns one VC/EC to each accepted request. The maximum number of VCs
that can be assigned simultaneously is given by the number of ECs accomodated in the
VP. More precisely, for a given request we consider the VSN of the SC in question, and
check that the number of sessions in progress on the two SC speci�c MVPs between
ASSs and ACCs, and on the SC speci�c HVP between the two ACCs. As mentioned
above, unbalanced availability of capacity reduces the number of VPs to check.

The layer expects the upper layer to supply su�cient capacity to the VPs, so that
the probability of rejecting requests can be kept within prescribed bounds. If it runs out
of ECs to a certain target node, requests will be rejected or detoured over intermediate
ASSs. The latter procedure is basically equivalent to alternative routing for overowing
requests in the PSTN. We can also deploy queuing mechanisms that allow requests to
wait for ECs to become idle or VP capacities to increase. Noting that sessions set up
by the activity layer might have di�erent durations from those set up by ordinary users,
parking requests can be attractive even if user induced sessions tend last a long time.

The session layer is the �rst layer so far that operates end to end. The communication
can be expected to be quite fast as it is carried out almost directly: From the originating
ASS on the MVP to the near end ACC, across the HVP to the far end ACC, and then
on the MVP to the destination ASS. For alternative routing across one or more transit
ASSs will the communication time increase, though the simple table look up procedure
achieved by ECs will still ensure reasonably fast reaction times. A more severe restriction
on the use of alternative routing may be imposed by information loss and delay. These
are more a�ected the more ASSs that are passed. This is because each ASS means one
more service multiplexing in a long bu�er, where loss and delay are a�ected the most.

The deployment of alternative routing provides a further degree of robustness against
tra�c forecast errors. We refrain from elaborating further on the possibilities of alter-
native routing but simply point to the vast literature that exists on this area. Though
originally written for PSTNs, their methods and results apply in our network concept
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as well.

4.5 The Tra�c Layer

The tra�c layer is in charge of the VPs. It is responsible for providing the session layer
with required amounts of transmission capacity so that it can ful�ll its task. It must
also supply information about capacity shortages to the network level. The variations
on this level reect user behaviour such as morning and afternoon teas, lunch breaks,
popular TV programmes etc., hence the time scale is on the order of 104 seconds.

The layer expects a su�cient physical network on which it can build the VPs deliv-
ered to the session layer. If some VPs are found to be insu�cient or congested, will the
layer rebuild the network of VPs so that capacity is removed from those with a surplus
to those with a de�cit. Conicting demands will be met by distributing the available
capacity among contending VPs such that a total pro�t is maximised. This pro�t might
depend on link costs, tari� structures, customer relations etc.

A trivial control mechanism is the dummy version which computes optimal parti-
tionings of the physical network into VSNs from worst case tra�c forecasts, i.e. extreme
expectations of o�ered tra�cs in Erlangs. These divisions might then be reevaluated
regularly as new measurements are added to the forecasts, but might result in substantial
overprovisioning of transmission capacity. A somewhat more re�ned concept is to de�ne
a set of VSN layouts, each of which is used during particular times of the day. Such a
scheme exploits non coincident busy hours, but does not incorporate any functions for
handling forecast deviations.

To provide a forgiving control strategy also on the tra�c layer, we introduce on
line tra�c measurements and dynamic VP management. A centralised version of this
strategy is suggested in [1, 2], where tra�cs are estimated regularly and the results
sent to a network management centre (NMC): At the NMC is a fast algorithm run
that computes the optimal or near optimal partitioning of the physical network into
VSNs. Such an algorithm is proposed in [5]. The design is then evaluated in terms of
pro�tability, were tra�c revenues are balanced against management costs so as maximise
network pro�tability in the sense above. If a redistribution of the resources of the
physical network among VPs and VSNs seems pro�table will the design information be
returned to the network and implemented. Such a strategy is dimensioned to operate
at the forecast loads, but will compensate for unexpected deviations from these.

Having devised a centralised strategy run from an NMC, one can also envisage de-
centralised control systems to achieve improved tolerance against partial network break-
downs. This would probably mean that the redistribution of resources is simpli�ed,
and also reduce the need for passing management information around in the network.
A decentralised approach might therefore be seen as a more fault tolerant and faster
system, but most likely with less e�ciency in terms of network utilisation. The latter
observation comes from the fact that local algorithms only control parts of the network
resources hence its decisions will be based on local optima rather than global ones as
for a centralised strategy.

4.6 The Network Layer

The network layer represent the transmission links and switching systems of the physical
network. The layer receives information on the utilisation of links and switching sys-
tems, and in particular on capacity shortages, as reected by conicting demands in VP
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allocations from the tra�c layer, and delivers proposals for network extensions and ad-
ditions to the operator. The operator uses this information to provide enough resources
to the lower layers of the management structure. In a properly designed network, the
need for expansions is restricted to tra�c growth, which is a fairly slow process and we
assign the layer a time scale of 106 seconds.

PSTN tra�c forecasting for this purpose has been dealt with for a long time, and a
lot of material is published. It is, however, questionable whether the methods used for
telephony are immediately transferable to other services of a BISDN.

Possible robust methods here include overprovisioning of capacity which is also use-
ful in case of faults in the ordinary network. As with the cell layer, however, the network
layer is not within our primary domain of interest, hence we refrain from further elabo-
rations.

5 Research Issues

The above description form a draft proposal for a network structure that supports exi-
bility in resource provisioning and adaptivity to variations and deviations from expected
demands. Our management strategy prescribes di�erent entities for di�erent kinds of
tra�c uctuations. Service separation and the physical location of the equipment con-
trolled by the management entities, supports di�erent behaviour by these entities for
di�erent SCs.

Being a new proposal, it contain a lot of unsolved problems and open issues. We
will here briey list some of these. Focusing on the four middle layers, we restrict our
listing to these layers:

5.1 The Burst Layer

The bu�er layer is basically in charge of the service bu�ers. An important question with
respect to this is EB/EC-models for various services. These are heavily inuenced by
the arrival process, i.e. the output of the UPC mechanism. The issue is then to �nd
suitable UPC devices and models for various services. It is important to notice that one
a�ects the other: By chosing a suitable UPC device will EB be easier to handle. The
problem is then to �nd UPC devices that are as generous as possible to users' needs while
still producing multiplexable tra�cs. A �rst step is then to de�ne a way of comparing
negative impact of the UPC on users' tra�cs to the positive multiplexing gains. The
former might be expressed as service degradation in the form of additional delay and loss
at the users' premises combined with the handling complexity and the possible need for
extra equipment, and the latter as reduced delay and loss in the network and reduced
demands for bu�ers and bandwidth. We emphasise that the whole problem is likely to
have di�erent solutions for di�erent SCs.

The service bu�er may be supported by bu�er sharing schemes. Similar ideas have
been used in packet switching networks, but to the author's knowledge, have not been
widely considered for ATM. Interesting issues include strategies for sharing that combine
simplicity with e�ciency. The problem is to share bu�ers while maintaining the impres-
sion that each SC actually has a reserved space of its own, so that upper layers need not
worry about temporary bu�er reallocations. A good strategy is, roughly speaking, the
one that can be executed in the time scale considered and that minimises the deviation
from target loss averaged over all SCs.
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5.2 The Activity Layer

For the activity layer we propose two di�erent schemes: BCN and CRA. Both schemes
are new to ATM, and the latter one has, to the authors' knowledge, not been used or
suggested anywhere else.

Both methods require bu�er prediction methods which include on line collection of
tra�c data and preparation of forecasts. Some examples of issues are: what data that
should be collected; which method that should be used; how to prepare a forecast from
the data; and what the signi�cance of the forecast is.

The next problem is then to act upon the forecasts, i.e. to decide whether to issue
a congestion noti�cation, a capacity request, or cancel any previous such noti�cation or
request. The strategy must always take the complete pro�tability into account before
any action is taken. This means that the expected gain in terms of increased QoS
for one particular SC must be compared to the price paid in terms of processing and
expected risks of QoS degradation for other SCs which might follow from inaccurate on
line predictions.

Finally we need to decide the rate at which changes should be considered: A too high
rate will be too costly in terms of overhead while a too low rate means that the potential
of the BCN/CRA device is not used hence a cost in reduced QoS is paid. Again a cost
minimisation approach can be taken.

5.3 The Session Layer

The session layer acts upon sessions, and sets up and clears VCs. Its main tools are
routing mechanisms, so that other paths than the direct one can be used when the
primary route is congested, and rejection.

Open issues here include the applicability of alternative routing schemes originally
devised for PSTNs: Are the schemes applicable at all, are all details of a scheme appli-
cable and does the same parameter values apply for an ATM network as for the BISDN?
Related questions concern the impact of alternative routing on the QoS with respect to
the lower layers: The more nodes that are traversed, the higher the risk of information
loss due to overowed bu�ers in intermediate nodes and the longer the accumulated
delay. What is the trade o� between the two service levels and how should one make the
most out of alternative routing without violating QoS constraints for the lower levels?

Further issues relate to the interworking between VC routing and VP routing such
as: To what extent do these ideas conict with each other, and to what extent do they
complement each other?

A practical aspect of the latter is how sessions in progress are handled when VP
routing changes. We can think if strategies that keep two ways up at the same time and
reroute the call to the new VP when it is established; let the call follow the VP as it is
rerouted; reroute such calls over changing VPs to other nodes just as with overows and
then leaves them on the new route (or take them back on the new, reestablished VP);
or even strategies which clears such calls. All strategies have costs in terms of QoS and
complexity, the metrics of and the balance of which are both open issues.

5.4 The Tra�c Layer

The tra�c layer controls VPs. Open issues include the design of VP networks, i.e.
how to �t current tra�c demands from various VSNs within the limits of the physical
network. Such designs should be fast and safe in order to suit real time management.
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We do in fact seek two kinds of algorithms: Those suitable for centralised management
and those for decentralised management.

For decentralised management we also have a problem of organisation. How do
the nodes negotiate about more or less global resources without using an abundance of
overhead? What are the disadvantages and the advantages of a centralised strategy v.s.

a local one?
We also have a forecasting problem similar to that of the activity level. Changes are

made according to the state of the network now and in the future. Again we ask ourselves
what should be measured; how should it be measured; how are the results turned into
demand forecasts; and how signi�cant is the di�erence between the proposed network
and the existing one?

The similarities between this problem and those of the activity level also encompass
the trade o� between overhead and utilisation in an optimal management scheme. Set-
ting up and rearranging VPs are a kind of investment that only becomes pro�table if it
can remain in e�ect long enough. In other words, VPs should not be altered unless an
alteration will be so much more e�cient over time that its initial costs are returned as
improved QoS before the design is altered again.

6 Conclusions

Motivated by the di�culties encountered in characterising, modelling, measuring and
predicting broadband tra�cs, we see a need to construct adaptable ATM networks
and that rely on dynamic controls. In this paper, we have outlined a �rst proposal
for such a system. The network structure and management strategy are designed to
provide tolerance and forgiveness against imperfect tra�c information. The strategy
is described by means of a layered model, where each layer is responsible for handling
tra�c variations in a certain time scale and each level handles its own portion of the
network resources.

Both the network structure and the management model are designed to obtain an
almost transparent core network which is fast and simple. Hence only high speed, low
level controls are applied here. The core network supports an arbitrary number of
logically distinct service separated networks. Each of these can have its own tailored
equipment and strategy, such as di�erent bu�ers and control methods.

The proposal gives rise to a large number of challenging research problems, some of
which have been listed briey.
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